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I'm poet janeshia, filling in for Tracy k Smith, and this is the flow down.

00:23
In today's age, boredom and idleness seem to have disappeared completely. We live in times
when productivity has been elevated to the highest virtues. If you don't have anything to do, well,
how could you possibly not have anything to do? And more and more, we have all these tools to
aid this virtuous life of non stop productivity. There are countless technological aids to track,
quantify, and optimize every minute on the hour, so no time is left for well, nothingness. And the
rare times I leave my apartment without my phone in hand or pocket I made newly aware of just
how frequently I use the slim device to fill unclaimed time. While I wait in line, my hand reaches
reflexively into my pocket to refresh and respond to email, only to find I must direct my attention
to reading my surroundings instead. As I commute to work, or meeting, I must retrain my eyes and
ears to the layered sounds of the city and the subway. Rather than hourly coverage of the day's
news from a radio app. And the elevator, I settle into 15 seconds of walling about the static of my
own mind. There are of course many economic, technological, social and cultural reasons
contributing to this disappearance of idleness, companies and corporations by and compete for
our attention. Our devices are designed to keep us in a constant state of scrolling and tapping.
But what do we lose when we lose boredom? Maybe the right question to ask is what do we gain
with boredom? When you take a step away from the usual non stop buzz of phones and screens,
your mind is free to adjust to the way that life can sometimes be, believe it or not, slow. Today's
poem by Craig Arnold takes us through one such unproductive pleasure, the eating of a
grapefruit. Nutrition aside the slow and somewhat messy activity of breaking open the fruit and
consuming it offers no productive value. And pome takes us through the physicality of eating, and
it gives it an intention that is arguably even sublimely devotional. It's a reminder to the kinds of
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textures that our life is made of. A kind that's all too easy to edit out of our days. But it's these
moments of idleness and seeming nothingness that we must clear a space for and reclaim
meditation on a grapefruit by Craig Arnold to wake when all is possible, before the agitations of
the day have gripped you to come to the kitchen and peel a little basketball for breakfast. To tear
the husk, like cotton padding, a cloud of oil misting out of its pinprick pores, clean and sharp as
pepper. To ease each pale pink section out of its case, so carefully without breaking a single
pearly cell to slide each piece into a cold blue China bowl, the juice pooling until the whole fruit is
divided from its skin and only then to eat. So sweet discipline, precisely pointless. a devout
involvement of the hands and senses a pause a little emptiness each year harder to live within
each year harder to live without.
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Slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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